Understanding the complex information stored in a genome remains challenging 17 since multiple connected regulatory mechanisms act at various scales to determine 18 function. Increased comprehension of genome function at scales beyond contiguous 19 nucleotides will help understand genetic diseases, the emergence of pathogenesis, 20 and more broadly the genomics of adaptation. Here we report the analysis of DNA 21 methylation, histone modification, and DNA accessibility in the plant pathogenic 22 65 Plant invading microbes use effectors to suppress, avoid or mitigate the plant 66 immune system 9,10 . Plants in-turn use a variety of plasma-membrane bound and 67 cytoplasmic receptors to recognize invasion, through recognition of the effector or 68
vascular wilt fungus Verticillium dahliae. Functional analysis details that DNA 23 methylation is restricted to repetitive elements, such as transposable element DNA, 24 but interestingly only some repetitive DNA is methylated. This incomplete DNA 25 methylation is associated with repetitive DNA residing in specific compartments of 26 the genome that were previously defined as Lineage-Specific (LS) regions. These 27 regions are hypervariable between V. dahliae isolates and contain genes that 28 support host colonization and adaptive traits. LS regions are associated with H3 Lys-29 27 methylated histones (H3K27me3), and repetitive DNA within LS regions are 30 more transcriptionally active and have increased DNA accessibility, representing a 31 hybrid chromatin state when compared to repetitive regions within the core 32 genome. We used machine learning algorithms trained on epigenetic and DNA 33 accessibility data to predict LS regions with high recall, identifying approximately 34 twice as much LS DNA in the V. dahliae genome as previously recognized. 35
Collectively, these results characterize LS regions in an intermediate chromatin 36
state and provide evidence that links chromatin features and genome architecture 37 to adaptive regions within the genome. 38
INTRODUCTION 39
Genomes are not randomly organized and comprise complex information beyond 40 their linear nucleic acid sequence 1 . While scientific understanding of genome 41 biology continues to grow, significant efforts in the past decade have focused on 42 sequencing new species and additional genotypes of those species 2 . However, there 43 is a great need to decode the complex information stored in these genomes, to 44 understand genomic responses over various time scales, and ultimately to more 45 fully understand how genotypes lead to phenotypes. With the growing number of 46 high-quality, highly contiguous genome assemblies it is possible to analyze genome 47 organization into chromosomes at high resolution 3 . Present day genome 48 organization reflects evolutionary solutions to the challenges of information 49 processing and adaptation; a genome must faithfully pass vast amounts of 50 information across cell-cycles and reproduction, packaged into limited physical 51 space, while achieving correct access to the information in response to 52 developmental, environmental or chemical signals. In addition, there needs to be 53 appreciable stochastic genetic variation to ensure that phenotypic variation is 54 present for unknown future events. Organisms undergoing mainly asexual 55 reproduction face an additional evolutionary constraint as they must generate this 56 genetic variation in the absence of meiotic recombination 4 . Many economically 57 important fungal plant pathogens are either asexual or undergo more frequent 58 asexual reproduction compared to sexual reproduction 5 . Interestingly, fungal 59 pathogens are subject to additional evolutionary pressure from their hosts, as host-60 pathogen interactions create dynamical systems with shifting, yet near-constant 61 selective pressure on the two genomes 6 . These attributes make plant-fungal 62 interactions a particularly interesting system to study aspects of genome evolution 63 and genome organization 7,8 . 64 its biochemical activity, creating a strong selective pressure on the microbe to 69 modify the effector or its function to alleviate recognition 11,12 . The plant pathogenic 70 fungus Verticillium dahliae causes vascular wilt diseases on hundreds of plant hosts. 71 V. dahliae is presumed asexual and generates genomic diversity in the absence of 72 sexual recombination through large-scale chromosome re-arrangements and 73 segmental duplications [13] [14] [15] [16] . The regions undergoing such duplications and re-74 arrangements are hypervariable between V. dahliae isolates, and consequently have 75 been referred to as Lineage-Specific (LS) regions. These LS regions are enriched for 76 in planta expressed genes and harbor many effector genes contributing to host 77 infection 14, 17, 18 . Similar non-random genomic arrangement of effectors have been 78 reported across diverse plant pathogenic fungal and oomycete genomes 14,19-25 . One 79 summary of these observations is referred to as the two-speed genome, in which 80 repeat-rich regions harboring effectors evolve more rapidly than genes outside 81 these regions 26 . 82 83 Previous research in various plant-associated fungi has established a link between 84 posttranslational histone modifications and transcriptional regulation of adaptive 85 trait genes. These genes include effectors that facilitate host infection, and 86 secondary metabolite (SM) clusters that code for genes that produce chemicals 87 important for niche fitness 27 . By removing or reducing enzymes responsible for 88 particular repressive histone modifications, such as di-and trimethylation of Lys9 89 and Lys27 residues of histone H3 (H3K9me2/3 and H3K27me2/3), a 90 disproportionally high number of effector and SM cluster genes are derepressed, 91 although a direct role of these marks in transcriptional control was not 92 demonstrated [28] [29] [30] . However, evidence from the fungus Epichloe festucae that forms 93 a mutualistic interaction with its grass host Lolium perenne indicates that direct 94 transcriptional regulation through histone modification dynamics is possible 31 . 95
Although there are clear indications that the epigenome (i.e. heritable chemical 96 modifications to DNA and histones not affecting the genetic sequence) plays a role in 97 adaptive gene regulation, additional evidence is needed to fully understand this 98 phenomenon. 99 100 Epigenetic modifications influence chromatin structure, defined as the DNA-RNA-101 protein interactions giving DNA physical structure in the nucleus 32,33 . This physical 102 structure affects how DNA is organized in the nucleus and DNA accessibility. 103
Methylation of H3K9 and H3K27 are hallmarks of heterochromatin; DNA that is 104 tightly compacted in the nucleus 34-37 . H3K9 methylation is not only associated with 105 controlling constitutive heterochromatin, but also tightly linked with DNA cytosine 106 methylation (mC), which serves as an epigenetic mark contributing to 107 transcriptional silencing 38 . A single DNA methyltransferase gene, termed Dim2, 108 performs cytosine DNA methylation in the saprophytic fungus Neurospora crassa 39 . 109
Histone methylation at H3K9 directs DNA methylation by DIM2 through another 110 protein, termed heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1), which physically associates with 111 both DIM2 and H3K9me3 40,41 . Some fungi possess a unique pathway to limit the 112 expansion of repetitive DNA such as transposable elements through repeat-induced 113 point mutation (RIP), a mechanism that specifically mutates repetitive DNA in the 114 genome during meiosis and induces heterochromatin formation 42,43 . The mutations 115 occur at methylated cytosines resulting in conversion to thymines (C to T mutation) 116 44 . H3K27 methylation is associated with heterochromatin that is thought to be 117 more flexible in its chromatin status and exist as bivalent chromatin that may be 118 either transcriptionally repressed or active depending on developmental stage or 119 environmental cues 45-48 . The deposition of H3K27me3 is controlled by a histone 120 methyltransferase that is a member of a complex of proteins termed Polycomb 121
Repressive Complex 2 (PRC2), with orthologs of the core machinery present across 122 many eukaryotes 36, 49 
DNA cytosine methylation occurs at transposable elements 141
To understand the role of DNA methylation in V. dahliae, whole-genome bisulfite 142 sequencing, in which unmethylated cytosine bases are converted to uracil while 143 methylated cytosines remain unchanged 55,56 , was performed in the wild-type and a 144 heterochromatin protein 1 deletion mutant (Dhp1). The overall level of DNA 145 methylation in V. dahliae is low, with an average weighted methylation percentage 146 (calculated as the number of reads supporting methylation over the number of 147 cytosines sequenced) at CG dinucleotides of 0.4% (Table 1) . The fractional CG 148 methylation level (calculated as the number of cytosine positions with a methylated 149 read over all cytosine positions) is higher, averaged to 9.7% over 10 kb windows. 150
Weighted and fractional cytosine methylation (mC) levels are statistically 151 significantly higher in the WT compared to the Dhp1 mutant for all cytosine contexts 152 (Table 1 , Supplemental Fig. S1A and B ). This result is consistent with the 153 requirement of HP1 for DNA methylation in N. crassa 40 . To understand DNA 154 methylation in the context of the functional genome, DNA methylation was analyzed 155 over genes, promoters, and transposable elements (TE). Despite statistically 156 significant differences between WT and Dhp1 for gene and promoter methylation, 157 the bisulfite sequencing data shows virtually no DNA methylation at these two 158 features ( Fig. 1A) . We attribute the difference to a marginal set of elements having a 159 real difference between the genotypes, but the biological significance is likely 160 negligible ( Fig. 1A) . In contrast, there is a much higher degree of methylation, and a 161 notable difference between wild-type and Dhp1 methylation levels at TEs (Fig. 1A Avg. Weighted, The average of total methylated cytosines in a given context divided 169 by total cytosines in that context in a 10 kb windows; Avg. Fraction, The total 170 cytosines positions with a read supporting methylation divided by total cytosines in 171 a specific context in a 10 kb window; mCG, methylated cytosine residing next to a 172 guanine; mCHG, methylated cytosine residing next to any base that is not a guanine 173 next to a guanine; mCHH, methylated cytosine residing next to any two bases that 174
are not a guanines. 175 176
To further analyze DNA methylation levels and confirm that the low DNA 177 methylation levels in the wild-type strain are indeed different than those in Dhp1, CG 178 DNA methylation levels were plotted in 10 kb windows across individual 179 chromosomes. These plots clearly show that DNA methylation is not continuously 180 present across the V. dahliae genome, and DNA methylation is significantly different 181 between wild-type and Dhp1 (Fig. 1B, C ). Furthermore, regions in the genome with 182 higher densities of TEs and lower gene numbers have higher levels of DNA 183 methylation, consistent with the global DNA methylation summary ( Fig. 1B and C) . 184
Interestingly, these results show that while DNA methylation is only present at TEs, 185 not all TEs are methylated, a phenomenon that was previously described as 'non-186 exhaustive' DNA methylation 57 . To further understand this phenomenon, we sought 187 to identify discriminating genomic features that could account for some TEs not 188 being methylated. The whole-chromosome methylation data suggested a lack of 189 DNA methylation at previously identified LS regions (Fig. 1C , grey windows). These 190 LS regions were previously detailed for V. dahliae, and are characterized as regions 191 that are highly variable between isolates of the species, are enriched for actively 192 transcribed TEs, and contain an increased proportion of genes involved in host 193 virulence [13] [14] [15] . Thus, we tested if DNA sequences at LS regions are less frequently 194 methylated by comparing weighted mCG levels in 10 kb bins containing at least one 195 TE for core versus LS regions. This analysis showed significantly more DNA 196 methylation for core bins, which cannot be accounted for by a simple difference in 197 the number of TEs in the core and LS regions analyzed ( Fig. 1D and E). Higher CG 198 methylation levels also hold true when analyzed at the level of individual TE 199 elements ( Fig. 1F , numbers of elements in Supplemental Table S1 ). ( Fig. 2A, PC1 ). This is seen by the variables ATAC-seq, %GC, RNA-sequencing, 227
H3K9me3 ChIP, CRI and DNA methylation (mCG) being furthest separated along the 228
x-axis ( Fig mutation. There are statistically significant differences between the TE types for 242 each of these variables ( Supplemental Table S2 ), and the LTR elements have the 243 highest levels of H3K9me3 and mCG, along with the highest CRI values and lowest 244 %GC, consistent with the mechanistic link between the four variables ( Fig. 2B) . 245
Interestingly, a bimodal distribution occurs for %GC and CRI within the LTR and 246
Unspecified elements, indicating that some of the LTR elements have undergone RIP 247 and are heterochromatic, while other elements have not been subject to this 248 mechanism ( Fig. 2B ). This delineation occurs for the Unspecified and LTR elements 249 with a %GC sequence content less than approximately 40%, which have positive CRI 250 values and high H3K9me3 signal ( Fig. 2C) . A similar distinction is seen with ATAC-251 seq data that show a clear break around 40% GC content, and elements below this 252 have lower ATAC-seq signal and higher H3K9me3 signal ( 
Transposable element location significantly influences the epigenetic and DNA 259 accessibility profile 260
To further dissect the relationship between epigenetic modifications, chromatin 261 status and genomic location, pair-wise comparisons were made for all TEs in core 262 versus LS regions. All measured variables, except TE length, are significantly 263 different for TEs in the core versus LS regions (Supplemental Fig. S3 ). Further 264 division of the TEs indicated that the LTR and Unspecified elements showed the 265 greatest differences for core versus LS measurements (Fig. 3A) , demonstrating that 266 the major driver of core versus LS differences are driven by the LTR and Unspecified 267 elements. The bimodal distribution for %GC, CRI, H3K9me3, and ATAC-seq can be 268 accounted for in part by core versus LS separation ( Fig. 3B , red versus grey). 269
Collectively, the status of the LS TE elements can be characterized as devoid of DNA 270 and H3K9 methylation, low RIP signal, generally higher than 50% GC content, higher 272 levels of H3K27me3, more open with ATAC-seq signal, and higher transcription 273 levels (Fig. 3D ). The core versus LS location is not sufficient to fully explain the 274 chromatin status, as there are many elements located in the core genome that share 275 a similar profile with the LS elements ( Fig. 3D , elements highlighted in black boxes), 276 but as an ensemble, the core elements are statistically different than those found at 277 LS regions. 278 279
Significantly different chromatin status between core and LS regions extends 280
to larger DNA segments 281
The analysis of TEs in the genome clearly shows that a subpopulation of elements 282 that occur in the previously defined LS regions have different epigenetic 283 modifications and physical openness compared to those in the core genome. LS 284 regions are significant for V. dahliae biology as they code many proteins which 285 support host infection. To capture a more global view of core versus LS regions, the 286 genome was analyzed using 10 kb non-overlapping windows, revealing the same 287 global patterns along the linear chromosome sequence; regions with high TE 288 density tend to have lower %GC content, higher DNA and H3K9 methylation and a 289 Figure 2c except the individual TE points are colored by core (grey) versus LS (red) location. The density plots are also constructed based on the two groupings (C) Similar to B, with the y-axis now showing the log2 (TPM+1) values from ATAC-seq (D) Multiple grouped heatmaps for ten variables collected for each TE. Each row represents a single element and the same ordering is used across all plots. The LS elements are grouped at the top, indicated by the red bar at the top left, and the core elements are grouped below, indicated by the grey bar at the left. Elements are further grouped by the four classifications indicated by the color code shown to the left. Within each element group, the elements are ordered by descending GC content. The scale for each heatmap is shown at the right. % GC, percent GC sequence content; Jukes Cantor, corrected distance as proxy of TE age; CRI, Composite RIP index; Length, element length; mCG and mCHG, log2(weighted cytosine DNA methylation+0.01) for CG and CHG respectively; RNAseq-PDB, variance stabilizing transformed log2 RNA-sequencing reads from PDB grown fungus; H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 and ATAC-seq, TPM values of mapped reads H3K9me3 ChIP-seq, H3K27me3 ChIP-seq, or Assay for transposase accessible chromatin respectively. Black boxes highlight LTR and Unsp elements in the core that have euchromatin profiles. lack of ATAC-seq reads. The distribution of H3K27me3 appears more complicated. 290
This mark overlaps with that of DNA and H3K9 methylation, as nearly all regions 291 with these two modifications also have H3K27me3, yet we observed additional 292 regions that contain only H3K27me3 and lack DNA and H3K9 methylation (Fig. 4A) . 293
The regions that contain DNA methylation and H3K9me3 are nearly identical and 294 for simplicity refer to these regions going forward as being marked by H3K9me3. 295 Interestingly, regions marked by H3K27me3 that lack H3K9me3 have more open 296 DNA than region with H3K27me3 also containing H3K9me3 (Fig. 4A, ATAC) . This is 297 apparent for the LS regions that appear to have increased H3K27me3 signal, lack 298
H3K9me3 and are less open than the genomic background but not as closed as the 299 regions marked by H3K9me3 (Fig. 4B , regions marked by grey boxes). PCA was 300 again employed to combine the variables into a single analysis, with the first 301 dimension explaining nearly 60% of the variation in the data (Fig. 4C ). The first 302 dimension largely captures the variables describing euchromatin versus 303 heterochromatin, such that ATAC-seq and %GC are furthest separated on the x-axis 304 from H3K9me3, DNA methylation and TE density (Fig. 4C) . Interestingly, the DNA 305 segments classified as core are mostly associated with this separation across the 306 first-dimension (Fig. 4C) . The second and third dimensions of the PCA explained a 307 similar amount of variation in the data; 14.4% and 10.7%, respectively. Data from 308 the RNA-seq experiment contributed nearly all the information to the second 309 dimension (Supplemental Fig. S4 ), while the H3K27me3 ChIP-seq data contributed 310 most of the information in the third dimension ( Supplemental Table S3 ). 311
Interestingly, when this third dimension is considered, we observe a strong 312 separation of the core from the LS regions (Fig. 4C, y-axis) , suggesting that the LS 313 regions of the genome are less defined by DNA openness, and DNA or H3K9 314 methylation but more by H3K27me3 and transcriptional activity. 315
Our observations can be summarized into a genome-wide model; for the core 316 genome, regions with higher TE density have low ATAC-seq signal (closed DNA) and 317 elevated H3K9me3 signal and thus represent the heterochromatic regions ( Fig. 4D,  318 cluster of large blue dots plotted at middle left). Core genomic regions that are gene-319 rich have a higher ATAC-seq and lower H3K9me3 signal, and represent the 320 euchromatic portion of the genome (Fig. 4D , cluster of small blue dots plotted in the 321 lower-middle section). The LS regions are a hybrid of the two that contain high TE 322 density and higher H3K27me3 signal but have higher ATAC-seq signals when 323 compared with similar TE containing regions in the core genome ( Fig. 4D, cluster Given that a clear model emerges that links the epigenome and physical openness of 334 DNA with adaptive regions of the genome, we assessed the extent to which these 335 features can predict core or LS regions. Stimulated by our observations (Fig. 4) , we 336 used ATAC-seq, RNA-seq, H3K27me3, TE density, and H3K9me3 along with the 337 binary classification of the 10 kb windows as core or LS for machine learning. Four 338 supervised machine learning algorithms were used to train (i.e. learn) on 80% of the 339 data (2890 regions), while the remaining 20% (721 regions) were used for 340 prediction (i.e. test), using a 10-fold cross validation repeated three times. Assessing 341 the classifier's performance using area under the receiver operating characteristic 342 (auROC) curve suggested excellent results ranging from 0.94 to 0.95, with a value of 343 1 being perfect prediction (Fig. 5A) . While auROC is the de facto standard for 344 machine learning performance 59 , it is not appropriate for assessing predictive 345 performance of binary classification problems when the two classes are heavily 346 skewed as it overestimates performance due to the high number of true negatives 60 . 347 This is the case for our analysis in which the test set (721 regions) contains only 33 348 of the known LS regions (4.6%). To more accurately assess model performance, 349 precision-recall curves were employed as these do not use true negatives, and are 350 therefore less influenced by skewed binary classifications 61 . All four algorithms 351 consistently outperformed a random classifier, with the boosted classification tree 352 (BCT) and stochastic gradient boosting (GMB) algorithms having the same highest 353 area under the precision-recall curve of 0.52 (Fig. 5B ). However, the confusion 354 matrix indicated that the BCT model only identified 13 of the 33 LS regions (Table  355 2), resulting in poor recall (Table 3) . In contrast, the other three models did identify 356 most of the known LS regions (high recall), but had lower precision caused by the 357 high rate of false positives ( Table 2 and 3). The Matthews correlation coefficient 358 (MCC), an analogous measure to accuracy but more appropriate for unbalanced 359 binary classification, indicated that the GMB and random forest (RF) models 360 performed the best (Table 3) . The results indicate that the machine learning algorithms are well-suited to identify 380 the previously known LS regions in the test data at a high rate. Additionally, the 381 algorithms identified a relatively large number of regions as LS that were previously 382 classified core. The original classification of core and LS in V. dahliae was based on 383 presence/absence variations identified from genomic information of only few 384 strains 14,15 . Consequently, we reasoned that regions here classified as LS by the 385 machine learning algorithms could be genuine LS regions that were originally 386 missed due to the limited diversity of the V. dahliae represented by the strains 387 sequenced. The two best models from the initial testing, GMB and RF, predicted a 388 total of 96 and 81 regions as LS respectively, suggesting there could be 2 to 3 times 389 more LS DNA than previously identified. To improve the genome-wide estimate and 390 to further assess the robustness of machine learning for LS region prediction, we re-391 ran the GMB and RF algorithms on 15 new training-test splits, independently 392 training and predicting on each set (see methods for details). This approach nearly 393 saturated the genome, providing multiple predictions per window and only 124 of 394 the 3611 regions were missed (Supplemental Fig. S5 ). The average MCC 395 performance estimate of the GMB and RF classifiers were 0.53 and 0.48 over the 15 396 runs, and our results indicate consistent performance across the independent 397 predictions ( Fig. 6A, Supplemental Fig. S6 , Supplemental Table S4 and S5). The GMB 398 classifier predicted a total of 285 of the 10 kb regions as LS, while the RF classifier 399 predicted 388 (Supplemental Table S6 and S7). The LS predictions for the two 400 models were in agreement for 280 regions, which is 98% of the GMB predictions 401 and 72% of those from the RF (Fig. 6B) chromosomes 4, 6, and 8 ( Fig. 6C and 6D) . Importantly, the newly defined set of LS 416 regions supports a clearer separation of the LS regions from the core regions 417 (Supplemental Fig. S8 ). Collectively, these analyses suggest that the machine 418 learning algorithms can be used to predict new LS regions based on epigenetic and 419 physical DNA accessibility data. The identification of potentially new LS regions 420 missed in the original classification provides new avenues to identify proteins 421 important for host infection and adaptation. These results support that genome 422 structure is influencing genome function, demonstrates a machine learning 423 approach for predictive biology, and advances our biological understanding of 424 genome function. 425 Furthermore, LS regions have higher DNA accessibility than the core 445 heterochromatic regions and are more transcriptionally active, but they are less 446 accessible than the 'true' euchromatic gene-rich core regions. Notably, LS regions 447 are characterized as having a strong association with H3K27me3, similar to the 448 discovery that SM gene clusters are enriched at H3K27me3 regions in F. 449 graminearum 29 . Our results demonstrate that LS regions are by definition not 450 heterochromatic, as they are far more accessible than the true heterochromatin, and 451 yet they typically contain many heterochromatin features. We note previous 452 descriptions of contradictory heterochromatin states 65 , and the broad possible 453 chromatin states that may characterize a genome 33 . However, few previous 454 analyses have assessed the relationship between DNA and histone modifications 455 with DNA accessibility in light of biological function of genomic adaptation. 456
457
Our results support the hypothesis that chromatin structure underlies genome 458 function. More specifically that chromatin modifications and DNA accessibility 459 contribute to genome evolution, not just via transcriptional control but also 460 regarding the architecture of the genome 50 . Along with the described associations, 461
we were able to predict LS regions using machine learning. The results of running 462 four machine learning algorithms trained on H3K9 and H3K27 methylation, RNA-463 sequencing, TE density and DNA accessibility data, shows these variables could be 464 used to classify DNA segments as core versus LS with high recall (i.e. sensitivity). 465
The RF model showed the highest recall, correctly classifying 31 of the previously 466 However, we acknowledge that our model does not strictly differentiate all LS 500 region in the V. dahliae genome, as there are LS and core regions that have very 501 similar overall chromatin profiles, and therefore these features alone are not 502 sufficient. One factor that could explain part of this discrepancy is that LS formation 503 is likely not fully deterministic. Evolution is a stochastic process, and it seems 504 unlikely that LS formation can be described in absolute terms. Rather, it is more 505 likely to be a probabilistic process, in which specific chromatin and physical status 506 increases the likelihood for formation and maintenance of LS regions. The results 507 presented here offer an exciting new link between the epigenome, physical DNA 508 accessibility and adaptive genome evolution. The Repeatmasker output was post-processed using 'One code to find then all' 86 594 which supports the identification and combination of multiple matches (for instance 595 due to deletions or insertions) into combined, representative repeat occurrences. 596
We only further considered matches to the repeat consensus library, and thereby 597 excluded simple repeats and low-complexity regions. To estimate divergence time 598 of TEs, each individual copy of a transposable element was aligned to the consensus 599 of its family using needle, which is part of the EMBOSS package 87 . Sequence 600 divergence between the TEs and the TE-family consensus was corrected using the 601 Jukes-Cantor distance, with a correction term that accounts for insertions and 602 deletions 88,89 . The composite RIP index (CRI) was calculated as previously 603 described 43 . Briefly, CRI was determined by subtracting the RIP substrate from the 604 RIP product index, which are defined by dinucleotide frequencies as follows: RIP 605 product index = (TpA / ApT) and the RIP substrate index = (CpA + TpG/ ApC + GpT). 606
Positive CRI values indicate the analyzed sequences were subjected to the RIP 607 process. For TE analysis, elements that are less than 100 bp were removed. 608 609 RNA-sequencing and analysis 610 V. dahliae strain JR2 (CBS 143773) was grown in triplicate liquid media PDB, HMS 611 and xylem sap as described. RNA extraction was carried out using TRIzol (Thermo 612
Fisher Science, Waltham, MA, USA) following manufacturer guidelines. Following 613 RNA re-suspension, contaminating DNA was removed using the TURBO DNA-free kit 614 (Ambion, Thermo Fisher Science, Waltham, MA, USA) and RNA integrity was 615 estimated by separating 2 μL of each sample on a 2% agarose gel and quantified 616 using a Nanodrop (Thermo Fisher Science, Waltham, MA, USA) and stored at -80⁰C. States)) using thermo-cycler conditions described in 94 for a total of 9 cycles. 708
Amplified library was purified using the MinElute PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen, MD, 709 USA) and paired-end 100 bp sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq4000. 710 711 Reads were mapped to the reference JR2 genome with the described blacklisted 712 regions masked, using BWA-mem with default settings 92 . The mapped reads were 713 further processed to remove duplicates reads arising from library prep and 714 sequencing using Picard toolkit markDuplicates 95 . The mapped reads were counted 715 either over the TE coordinates or 10 kb intervals for the two separate analyses using 716 bedtools multicov (v 2.27) 96 . The reads were converted to TPM values and those 717 numbers used for analysis. 718 719
Machine Learning and assessment 720
The machine learning algorithms were implemented using the classification and 721 regression training (caret) package in R 73,97 . The full set of genomic data was used 722 to create a data frame comprising the genome in 10 kb segments as rows and the 723 individual collected variables as columns. The regions were classified as core or LS 724 based on the previous observations 15 . For initial model assessment and parameter 725 tuning, the data were split into 80% for training and 20% used for testing (i.e. 726 prediction), and the proportion of core and LS regions were kept approximately 727 equal in the two splits. For parameter tuning, repeated cross-validation of 10-fold 3-728 times was used and the best model was selected based on accuracy. Four algorithms 729 were used-logistic regression, random forest, stochastic gradient boosting, and 730 boosted classification tree. The model for all algorithms was classification = ATAC-731 seqTPM + ChIP-H3K27me3TPM + ChIP-H3K9me3TPM + TEdensity + PDB-RNAseqTPM. 732
Logistic regression was run using method glm, family binomial. Random forest was 733 run using method rf and tuneGrid [mtry= (1,2,3)]. The Stochastic Gradient Boosting 734 was implemented with method gbm and tuneGrid [interaction.depth=(1,5,10), 735 n.trees=(50,500,1000), shrinkage=(0.001, 0.01), n.minobsinnode=(1,5)]. The Bosted 736
Classification Tree was implemented unsing method ada and tuneGrid [iter=(100, 737 1000, 3000), maxdepth= (1, 5, 20) , nu=(0.01)]. Models were assessed using standard 738 metrics for data retrieval, with receiver operating and precision-recall curves 739 generated using package PRROC 98 . 740
741
To saturate the genome in predictions, a total of 15 new training test splits (80:20) 742 were generated, again maintaining the genome-wide proportion of core and LS 743 regions in data set. The random forest and stochastic gradient boosting classifiers 744 were used, based on their highest performance from the initial test. The settings 745 were picked based on best performance from initial testing: random forest, method 746 rf and tuneGrid [mtry=3]; stochastic gradient boosting, method gbm and tuneGrid 747 [interaction.depth=(5), n.trees=(500), shrinkage=(0.01), n.minobsinnode=(5)]. The 748 predictions for each of the 15 runs were assessed using the precision, recall and 749 MCC metrics. For each genomic region, a consensus designation was assigned based 750 on the highest occurrence of core versus LS prediction across the 15 trials. This was 751 done independently between the two models. A region was finally classified as LS or 752 core based on the majority classification across the 15 trails. For regions that had an 753 equal number of core and LS predictions, the regions were designated as core to be 754 conservative. A final high confidence LS consensus designation was determined for 755 each genomic region if it was predicted LS by both models. Regions predicted LS by 756 only one of the models were designated core. A conservative joining approach was 757 used so that a single core region would be called LS if it were flanked by two LS 758 regions. This added 41 genomic regions (410 kb) to the LS genome. Supplemental Table S1  789 Supplemental Table S2  790 Supplemental Table S3  791 Supplemental Table S4  792 
